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1. Scope
This specification covers the control and operation of a Data Pipeline. The API defined in this document is
used once a Control Session has been established by an App or Data Service. This document also
defines the format of the SceneMarks and SceneData that are generated by the configuration of the Data
Pipeline.

2. Data Pipeline Overview
The Data Pipeline is a workflow for organizing and indexing video in realtime. The Data Pipeline
comprises of multiple streams from multiple cameras. It is a real time messaging system that provides
SceneMarks and SceneData that are relevant for the App that has configured the Data Pipeline. The Data
Pipeline enables feedback to change parts of the pipeline in response to analysis that has occurred within
the Data Pipeline – this enables optimized data capture and processing.
The Data Pipeline comprises of multiple streams from multiple cameras. It is a real time messaging
system that provides SceneMarks and SceneData that are relevant for the App that has configured the
Data Pipeline. The Data Pipeline enables feedback to change parts of the pipeline in response to analysis
that has occurred within the Data Pipeline – this enables optimized data capture and processed.
The purpose of the Data Pipeline is to enable an App to configure a network of Nodes on different
Devices to create a workflow that includes the capture of sensor data and its processing by distributed
Artificial Intelligence and Computer Vision algorithms. The Data Pipeline is constructed using Nodes that
are distributed between different Devices and Cloud Services.

Data Pipeline

Node

Node

Node

Figure 1: Data Pipeline

3. Node Overview
A Node is the most basic component of the NICE Data Pipeline. A Node has Inputs, Outputs,
Transducers (sensors or actuators) and Process's. A Node may capture an image, process its contents
and generate a SceneMark and SceneData, it may input audio data and play it back through its speaker
(Transducer) or simply take SceneMarks and SceneData as inputs and further process them.
A Data Pipeline can be constructed from Nodes associated with a User's account with almost no limitation
as to whether they are implemented in a physical device or as a cloud service.
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The App shall query the Capabilities of each Node from the Controller of the Node. A Controller is a
logical function within a Device or Data Service that manages the configuration of one or more Nodes. A
Node shall be exclusively managed by a single Controller.
The App shall set the SceneMode for each Node to define the type of data that it requires from each
Node. This specification defines several SceneModes that simplify the configuration of AI and Computer
Vision for each Node. These SceneModes indicate the type of data that the App is most interested in.
Examples of SceneModes are Face, Vehicle, Objects, etc. In the case of Face SceneMode the AI and
Computer Vision algorithms are set to look for faces within the images captured by the Node. The
SceneMode also allows the App to define the kinds of analysis to be performed on the captured data. The
SceneMode shall define the type and amount of SceneData to be generated.
The App configures the SceneMode for the Node. This results in a generation of a sequence of
SceneMarks (which describe the Scene) and SceneData (which are actual video, images or other data
generated by the Scene).
The App may receive this sequence of data in real time or retrieve the data at a later time. An App may
utilize this data to provide users with summaries of events or notifications of specific events occurring.
An App or Data Service shall configure a Data Pipeline by linking outputs of one Node to an inputs of
another Node and setting the analysis function on each Node. In doing so the App defines a processing
path for capturing images and processing them.
A single Device may have one or more Nodes. Nodes in the Data Pipeline may be linked across multiple
devices to create a processing path across multiple devices. Each Node output may be connected to one
or more Node inputs in other Nodes. In this way the Data Pipeline may have multiple branches from a
single sensor.
A Node may be connected to other Nodes on other devices or in the cloud using an IP based connectivity
protocol. Nodes can also be connected to other Nodes either within the device using interfaces which
have been implemented by the Device maker.

4. Data Pipeline Interfaces
The Control Interface is used to configure a Data Pipeline. It enables the App or Service to determine a
Node's Capabilities and to configure the Node's SceneMode and Data Interfaces. The Device
Specification and the App/Service Specification describe how a Control Interface between a Device or
Data Service's Controller and an App or Data Service is set up.
The Data Interface of the Node enables the Nodes to exchange data with other Nodes, Apps and Data
Services. It could be either an event driven data (SceneData) or a live stream data (LiveData).
A Node is exclusively managed by a single Controller which exposes a Control Interface for the Node to
Apps or Data Services.

5. Node Properties
A Node has the following properties:
•
•

May be interconnected to other Nodes within a physical device or in a separate physical device.
Shall have at least one Input or/and Output.
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•
•
•

May have at least a "Transducer" which is either a sensor that translates external stimuli into data
(for example an image sensor) or translates data into external stimuli (for example a speaker).
May implement "Process" which may be a Artificial Intelligence or Computer Vision Algorithm.
May implement storage of SceneData and SceneMarks.

A Node may be implemented on any platform, for example embedded within a camera, executed on the
cloud or as an mobile application. A NICE Device shall have at least one Node but may also have
multiple Nodes. A Device shall have at least one controller for configuring Nodes. A Device may be a
physical Device or may be virtualized on a server or in the cloud. The controlling App or Service interacts
with the Device to determine which Nodes are present and interfaces to the Device's Controller to
configure the Nodes internal to the Device.

Node
Port

Port

Port

Port

Process

Port

Port

Transducer

Storage

Figure 2. Components which make up a Node

A Node may have the following:
1. Transducer: A Transducer is either a sensor or an actuator which can convert data into a physical
disturbance (for example a speaker). The following are examples of Transducers:
1. Image sensor (image, depth, temperature camera) typically outputs a 2 dimensional array
that represents a frame.
2. Data sensor (humidity sensor, temperature sensor etc) typically outputs a text or JSON
data structure.
3. Audio microphone - produces a continuous sequence of audio samples.
4. Speaker - takes as an input a sequence of audio samples and outputs them. This is the
output for a stream going in the opposite direction to most streams in the system.
Typically, from the cloud or App to the device rather than from the device to the cloud or
application.
2. A Process is defined as a Computer Vision or Machine Learning algorithm that processes the
sensor data. The following are examples of Processes:
1. NICE SceneModes - these are NICE defined modes for processing images. (Motion
Detection, Human, Face, Vehicle, Labeling, Animal, Text/Logo/QRCode). NICE
SceneModes are commonly used analysis types that are used in many applications.
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2. Audio Processing - this is defined by the Node, it includes the function of speech to text.
The NICE App or Data Service is responsible for tracking the format and meaning of this
data.
3. CustomAnalysis - this is an algorithm which is not defined by the NICE specification. This
is an algorithm that can process an audio, image or video input and generate a vector of
scores whose meaning is defined by the algorithm. The AI algorithm has a final densely
connected stage with an array of items which the algorithm has been trained to
recognize. The output of the algorithm is an array of scores which indicate the probability
that the item in the frame matches the item that corresponds to the location in the array of
the value. The NICE system provides a pass through for this vector and it is up to the
App receiving the SceneMark to use the AlgorithmID to interpret the vector.
3. Input - may be SceneData or SceneMarks and may be in a processed or unprocessed form. A
source for the process may be one of the following:
1. Output of a sensor internal or external to the device.
2. Output located in a node on a different device.
3. Output of a Node located within the device.
4. Output - an output may be SceneData or SceneMarks and may also be in a processed or
unprocessed form. An output becomes a source for Node upstream from the current Node.
5. Storage - this is the amount of storage capacity that is available for SceneData and SceneMarks.
When setting the SceneMode the allocation of storage for SceneMarks and SceneData may be
set. The buffer shall be a first in first out (FIFO) buffer. When the buffer configured for SceneData,
SceneMarks or the combination of SceneMarks and SceneData, the oldest SceneMarks or
SceneData shall be overwritten to make space for the new SceneMarks and SceneData.
A Node shall have at least one or more Inputs or Outputs and at least one or more Process, Storage
and/or Transducer.
In case the of the Transducer being a sensor the Node shall have at least an Output.
The format for the Capabilities Object is defined in the Capabilities Object description.

5.1. Node Identification
Each Node shall be uniquely identifiable in the NICE ecosystem. The NodeID shall be based on the
DeviceID for the device hosting the Node. The Node shall be provided with a further Node Number that
is combined with the DeviceID to define a unique ID for the Node. Similarly for the Ports associated with
the Node, each port shall have a unique number within the scope of the Node. The combination of the
DeviceID, Node Number and the Port Number shall define a unique ID for the port. URIs referencing
ports shall adhere to this structure. This structure is defined in the Network Protocol Specification.

5.2. Examples of Nodes
This section provides some examples of Nodes with different capabilities. These provide a reference for
what a Node can do and how Nodes may be linked together to create a Data Pipeline.

5.2.1. Sensor Node with Motion Detection
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SceneMark
(encoded, encrypted)

Output

Process
SceneData
(encoded, encrypted)

Output

Image Sensor

Figure 3. Image Sensor

In this Node there is an image sensor which is the Transducer and there is a Process which can detect
motion. There are no Inputs and there are two outputs. One Output outputs SceneData which is a video
stream that is encoded and encrypted. The second Output are SceneMarks which are JSON objects that
are encoded and possibly encrypted. A port implements one of the protocols defined in the Network
Protocols Section. The configuration of the Port, the Transducer and the Process is set using the
SceneMode for the Node.
The Configuration of the Port includes the encoding of the data and the encryption of data. It also
contains the destination for the port. This may be an MQTT Topic on an MQTT broker, a WebRTC
session or a destination URI for a Web API or REST API.

5.2.2. Node with Speaker
Encoded Audio Data
Input

Process
Raw Data

Speaker

Figure 4. Node with Speaker

This is a simple Node that comprises only a Speaker which is the Transducer in the Node. It has a single
Port that takes as an Input an Audio stream that is encoded and may be encrypted. Again the
SceneMode configuration for the Node determines the encoding of the Audio, its source and the output
level.
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5.2.3. Node with Computer Vision Algorithm
SceneMark

SceneMark

(encoded, encrypted)

(encoded, encrypted)

Input

Output

Process

SceneData

SceneData

(encoded, encrypted)

(encoded, encrypted)

Input

Output
Figure 5. Node with Process

This node does not have a Transducer. It receives SceneData and SceneMarks from other Nodes and
performs a process on the data. The Process, its Inputs and Outputs are defined by setting the
SceneMode for the Node.

6. Setting Up a Data Pipeline
The Data Pipeline shall be constructed by connecting Nodes to each other and defining the SceneMode
for each Node.
The Data Pipeline shall be constructed by an App or Data Service that has been provided permission by
the NICE Account Service to have a "Control Session" with a Controller which enables the App or Data
Service to configure the SceneMode of a Node. This is illustrated in the diagram below. The NICE App
that is controlling the Data Pipeline shall request permission from the NICE Account Service to set up a
Control Session (Steps 1 & 2). Once this permission has been provided the NICE App shall interact with
each Controller to query the Nodes to obtain their Capabilities. The Capabilities enable the NICE App to
determine which functions shall be implemented by the Nodes controlled by the Controller and also any
restrictions of combinations of Nodes.
The App may set the SceneMode for each Node within the constraints of the Capabilities defined for each
Node. The SceneMode defines the functionality of the Node and the interconnection with other Nodes.
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1. Request Access to Devices
NICE Account Service

Management

2. List of Devices & Credentials to Access Devices

Control

3. Application sets up
Control Interface with
Devices

Data

Controlling App
(Cl oud/Mobile App,
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Controller

Controller

Controller

5. Real Time Feedback
Node
#1

Node
#2

Node
#3

Node
#1

Node
#2

Node
#1

Node
#2

4. Application Configures Nodes to Create Workflows for
Processing SceneData and SceneMarks

Figure 6: Setting Up a Data Pipeline

A Data Service may also configure a Data Pipeline. A Data Service has a Controller which provides an
Control API to NICE Apps to provide specific services to NICE Apps. The Data Service Controller takes
the role of defining a Data Pipeline using Controllers of other Devices and Services. Data Service may
further enhance the output of the Data Pipeline by further analyzing data or performing cross analysis of
data from multiple Devices for example. The Data Service may also aggregate requests for Data from
multiple Applications. A device can interact with a single NICE App or Data Service at a time. However
multiple Apps can interact with a Data Service.
The following diagram shows a Data Service interacting with a set of devices to construct a
Data Pipeline.
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Figure 7: Setting Up a Data Pipeline with a Data Service

The Data Service Controller shall have the same API as the Device Controller to the NICE App. It may
also extend the API to provide enhanced services. The Data Service shall abstract the Nodes from
Devices. The NICE App does not need to set up a Control Session with each Device Controller. The
NICE App can Control Session with the Data Service Controller to configure Nodes and the Data Service
takes care of creating the Control Session with each Node.

6.1. Examples of Data Pipelines
The following is an example of a data pipeline where NodeID 1 is an image sensor with motion detection.
The output SceneData is encoded according to the configuration of the Node's output port and is linked to
an input Port on NodeID 2. The SceneData may be encoded as a video stream with a particular target bit
rate and encoding mechanism. This output port is linked to the input port of NodeID 2. The Process within
NodeID 2 is set to the "Face" SceneMode and is programmed to perform the steps of "Detect" and
"Recognize" faces. This process will append this information to the SceneMark received from NodeID 1
and forwarded to the NICE App. The SceneData received on the input port is further processed to extract
Face information. This SceneData may also be forwarded to the NICE App.
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SceneMode
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NICE App

Port

SceneData – Encoded

SceneData – Encoded

Sensor
Node 1

Node 2

Figure 8. Data Pipeline Example with a Sensor Node and a Processing Node

The Data Pipeline is constructed by linking Nodes together. The SceneMode for a Node defines this
configuration. The App constructing the Pipeline sets the SceneMode for each Node taking care that a
Node performs a process and the required outputs from this process are forwarded to inputs of the
subsequent Nodes in the Data Pipeline.
The linkage shall be created by defining a destination for either a port or SceneMarks generated and
defining the source for a port or SceneMarks. The requirement for simultaneously defining the source and
destination is driven by the usage of protocols such as MQTT where a broker is an intermediary between
two processes. The Source Node posts a message to the Topic on the broker while the Consuming Node
subscribes to messages from the broker. Hence for this type of connection the Source Node must have a
destination for its messages while the receiving Node must have a source for its incoming messages.
This varies according to the protocol being used, but must be taken into consideration when configuring
the Data Pipeline.
A single Device may have a single Node or have multiple Nodes. In case the Device has multiple Nodes
the method for shifting SceneData and SceneMarks between the Nodes within the device are proprietary
to the device. The configuration of the SceneMode for the Nodes within a device simply defines the
source and destination for data within the device. The port configuration is used to configure the encoding
of data when it is transferred between devices.

6.2. Example of Data Pipelines with Feedback
Some processes within the data pipeline may feedback its results to processes earlier in the data
pipeline. For example a Process which performs Face Detection may feed back to the sensor the region
where the face has been detected. The sensor may use this information to adapt its capture settings to
ensure the detected face is captured with the best clarity (focus, exposure, zoom etc).
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Figure 9. Data Pipeline with Feedback internal to the Node

The above diagram shows NodeID 1 where the Node has the capability to detect motion. The
SceneMode for this node is set so that if Motion is detected, a CaptureSequence is fed back to the
sensor. A CaptureSequence defines the settings for a sequence of frames to be captured by the sensor.
These settings may include the Region where motion has been detected and guidance for the focus,
exposure and zoom settings. A CaptureSequence may comprise one or more frames. The
CaptureSequence is transferred internally to the Node but is defined as part of the SceneMode
configuration for the Node.
In the second example shown below the second Node has its SceneMode set to Face and is configured
to feedback to the first Node the CaptureSequence for the sensor. In this example the Process is set to
detect faces and on detecting a face the Region of Interest corresponding to the face is sent to the sensor
to enable the sensor to optimize capture for the region where the face has been detected.

SceneMark – Motion
Detected, Face Detected,
Face Recognized

SceneMark – Motion Detected

Process
Motion
Detect

Process
Face
SceneMode
Detect
Recognize

SceneData – Encoded

Port

Port

NICE App

Port

Capture
Sequence

SceneData – Encoded

Sensor
Node 2

Node 1

Figure 10: Example of Data Pipeline with feedback between Nodes
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7. Overview of Objects in the Data Pipeline
There are 4 major Objects that exist within the Data Pipeline:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Capabilities
SceneMode
SceneMark
SceneData

The Capabilities Object is used to establish the capabilities of Nodes. The SceneMode Object is used to
define the configuration of each Node and the interconnection between Nodes. The SceneMark and
SceneData Objects are representations of the Data that is processed by the Data Pipeline.
The Pipeline produces a sequence of SceneMark and SceneData objects that are consumed by either
the Data Service or the NICE App. SceneMark Objects may be manipulated by different Nodes in the
Data Pipeline. This shall entail adding additional fields to the SceneMark object that are the result of the
Nodes processing either the SceneMark or SceneData. Nodes may also further generate SceneData that
is the result of processing previous SceneMarks and SceneData. For example a Node that is capable of
detecting faces may process a video frame from SceneData generated by a previous Node and extract
the rectangles from the frame which correspond to the faces that have been detected. These may be
extracted and encoded separately as new SceneData.
The configuration of the Data Pipeline utilizes the Capabilities object to determine the capabilities of
Nodes in the Pipeline. The Capabilities object is provided by the Node in response to the request the App
or Data Service managing the Data Pipeline. The Capabilities object shall describe whether there is a
Transducer present in the Node, the capabilities of the Process which include which SceneModes are
supported by the Process, the levels of analysis that can be performed by the Process and the port
options for either inputting or outputting of data from the Node. Using this information the App or Data
Service shall define a SceneMode for the Node including how information flows into and out of the Node
as well as how the Node Processes the information.
Once the SceneModes for each Node have been provided to each Node, the Data Pipeline shall be
constructed and shall produce a sequence of SceneModes and SceneData in accordance to the
SceneModes provided to each Node.
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Capabilities
What the Network Can Do
•

•

•

•

Sensor(s)
o Type
o Maximum
Capabilities
Processing
o SceneModes
o DeviceDefine
AI Processing
o Audio
Processing
Input Streams
o Where and
What Data Can
Flow into the
Devices
Output Streams
o Where and
What Data Can
Flow from the
Devices

SceneMode
Configuration of the Network
•
•

•

Configuration of
Sensor(s)
Setting of Processing
o SceneModes
o Analysis Level
o Audio
Processing
o Triggers for
SceneMark
Generation
Input and Output
Stream Mappings &
Configurations

SceneMark & SceneData
SceneMark
•

•
•

Formatted Data
Describing Scene
Captured by Network of
Cameras
Time Stamps
Objects Detected,
Labelled and
Characterized

SceneData
•

Video, Audio and Sensor
Data
o Reduced to
Relevant Clips
Associated with
SceneMarks
Describing the
Scene

7.1. Capabilities Object
Each Node shall be capable of providing a Capabilities Object which defines Processing, Transducers
and Ports that the Node is capable of providing.
The capabilities data structure shall describe the available processing, capture, output of audio, sources
of data and outputs of data that are possible for devices and nodes within devices.

7.2. SceneMode
A SceneMode shall define which type of data is to be prioritized by the capture of frames and the
processing of the captured frames.
The SceneMode is the configuration of a Node that optimizes the Node to generate data that is tuned to
the requirements of the NICE App or NICE Data Service configuring the SceneMode. The SceneMode
defines the inputs and outputs, the configuration of the sensor and the processing of data within the
Node. A SceneMode defines a workflow which specifies the capture settings for one or more sensor
devices, as well as other necessary sensor behaviors. It also defines the Computer Vision (CV) and/or AI
algorithms are to be engaged in the Node for processing the captured data. It also determines the
requisite SceneData and possibly also SceneMarks and their content.
For example Face SceneMode will prioritize the capture of faces within a sequence of frames. When a
face is detected, the camera system will capture frames with the faces present where the face is correctly
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focused, illuminated, and where necessary, sufficiently zoom to enable facial recognition to be executed
with the highest possible chance of success.
When more than one face is detected, the camera shall capture as many faces as possible correctly. The
camera may use multiple frames with different settings optimized for the faces in view. For example, for
faces close to the camera the camera is focused close, and then for faces further away, digital zoom and
longer focus should be used.
The following SceneModes are defined:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Face
Human
Object Label
Animal
Text/Logo/QRCode
Vehicle
Custom

Object Label SceneMode is a generalized labeling of images captured by the camera. This is typically the
output of a general purpose labeling CNN trained on something like the ImageNet data set. This is in
contrast with Face or Vehicle SceneMode where the CNN is trained on a specialized data set of vehicles
or faces.
The SceneMode may generate data fields in the SceneMark associated with other SceneModes. The
purpose of the SceneMode is guide the capture of images to suite the mode and define a minimum
workflow for generating the data is defined by the SceneMode.
At the App level the App does not have insight into the specific configuration of the device and how the
device is capturing images. The App uses the SceneMode to indicate which types of data the App is
interested in and are of highest priority to the App.

7.2.1. Trigger Condition
Each SceneMode shall have a "Trigger". A Trigger is a condition upon which a SceneMark shall be
generated and the SceneData defined for the SceneMode shall be captured and processed. The Trigger
may also initiate the start of a CaptureSequence that is defined as part of the SceneMode.
The App can determine when a SceneMark should be generated. The levels of Trigger for the generation
of a SceneMark are the following:
1. Motion detected
2. Detection of one of the following:
1. Face
2. Human
3. Object Label
4. Animal
5. Text/Logo/QRCode
6. Vehicle
7. Custom
3. Recognition of one of the following:
1. Face
2. Human
3. Object Label
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4. Animal
5. Text/Logo/QRCode
6. Vehicle
7. Custom
4. Detection of Absence of one of the following:
1. Face
2. Human
3. Object Label
4. Animal
5. Text/Logo/QRCode
6. Vehicle
7. Custom
In the case of the detection, the SceneMark shall be generated when the item defined by the SceneMode
is detected. With recognition the SceneMark is generated when a specific instance of an item has been
identified or recognized.
The SceneMode shall define a threshold for which the SceneMark shall be generated. For example in the
case of Human SceneMode a threshold 0.7 means that a SceneMark shall be generated if the Human
detection algorithm has a greater than 70% certainty that a human has been detected.
The App may provide reference images to enable the Recognition step. For example in Face
SceneMode, the recognition step will require reference face to match the detected face against. The
SceneMode has a field for reference images which can be used to enable this match when required. For
example one or more images of a person may be supplied. These images are processed in accordance
to the trained algorithm and programmed into the AI model for the SceneMode to enable the matching to
occur. In other instances the AI model may be already capable of recognition. For example the model has
specific objects, animals or vehicles already programmed into it.
The Detection of Absence means that where the Process has in its previous execution detected an item,
it ceases to detect the item.
A Trigger shall only be configured for a Node if the Capabilities Object for the Node indicates that the
Node is capable of the particular trigger.
Multiple Nodes may be configured to create a Pipeline where the first Node detects motion, the second
Node detects the presence of a face and a third Node recognizes the Face. Alternatively a powerful Node
may be capable of performing multiple of these operations at the same time for example a single Node
may be capable of performing the steps of Face Detection and Face Recognition within the Node.
In case the Node has storage capacity and the SceneMode has configured the capacity to be used for
either SceneData and or SceneMark caching, the SceneMark and SceneData triggered by the event shall
be stored in the storage.

7.2.2. Analysis Level
The SceneMode defines which items are of interest to the NICE App or Data Service. The Analysis Level
is one of the following:
1. Motion Detected - the Process is capable of detecting motion within the field of view.
2. Item Detected - the Process is capable of detecting the item associated with the Scene. For
example in the case of SceneMode being set to Face, Item Detected means that a Face has
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been detected. Detected means that a region has been identified where there is a high probability
that a face is present within the region.
3. Item Recognized - the Process is capable of identifying the detected item. For example in the
case of the Label SceneMode, where an item has been detected "Recognized" means the item
can be labelled. In the case of Face SceneMode, "Recognized" means that the ID of the face has
been determined. The SceneMode configuration enables reference images for categories that are
to be identified.
4. Item Characterized - means that a characteristic for the Item can be determined. For example in
Face SceneMode "Characterized" means that some feature of the detected face has had an
attribute associated with it. For example a mood has been attributed to the detected face.
A Process in a Node is capable of performing at least one of these Analysis Levels.
A SceneMode shall define the Analysis Level required to generate a SceneMark. For example the
Analysis Level of "Detected" in Face SceneMode means that a Face shall be detected before a
SceneMark is generated.

7.2.3. Event Based CaptureSequences between Nodes
In many Apps it is desirable for their to be processing of the output of the sensor in close proximity to the
sensor to enable feedback to the capture process for the camera. The output of the analysis may be used
by the camera to optimize capture according to what has been detected in the image. For example if the
SceneMode is Face - if the analysis detects a face, the sensor will be set to ensure that a following frame
is captured with the detected face having the correct exposure and focus. This analysis maybe a general
purpose labeling algorithm that can identify objects in a scene and label these objects. One of the
functions of the SceneMode is to prioritize the capture of the data of interest for the App.
The SceneMode is used to configure the feedback from a Processing Node to the capture of image
frames. The sensor is configured a default CaptureSequence. A CaptureSequence is a sequence of
frames where each frame has a unique setting.

Data Pipeline
Processed
SceneData

Captured
SceneData

Node

Node

Node
Capture Sequence
Feedback

FIgure 11. Feedback between Nodes

7.2.4. SceneMode Configuration
The SceneMode determines the data that is expected to be generated for each Device.
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The SceneMode defines the data that the Device should prioritize from the CaptureSequence and shall
include in the SceneMarks that are generated from the image data that the Device captures. The
SceneMode also incorporates the trigger conditions which shall be used to generate a SceneMark.
The configuration is made up of the following components:
1. SceneMode
2. Trigger Condition
3. SceneData Generation Parameters

7.2.5. Face SceneMode
When configured to operate in Face SceneMode, the Node shall be optimized to process faces. If the
Node has a sensor, the configuration of the sensor shall be optimized for processing faces, this may
include having feedback from Process's that detect the presence of faces. The Process associate with the
Node shall be configured to detect or process faces in an image. The implementation of the SceneMode
shall be determined by the implementer of the Device and the Node within the Device.
In case of recognized faces, the App or Data Service provides a reference image(s) for each face that is
of interest. The following table characterizes the key parameters for the SceneMode.
Trigger Condition

Motion Detected
Face Detected
Face Disappeared
Face Recognized

Minimum Data Fields

Face(s) Detected
Face(s) Identified

Optional Data Fields

Characteristics (Mood, etc.)

In case that motion was detected and Faces were either not detected or not recognized, the Face
Detected and Face Identified fields shall be present but shall have a "NULL" value.

7.2.6. Human SceneMode
When the Node is configured to the Human SceneMode the sensor and Process shall be optimally
configured to process and detect human bodies in the field of view. Human's may be identified through
clothing and other identifiable characteristics. When a specified human is identified the SceneMode shall
generate a tag id for the identified person and maintain the ID when the person is detected in different
time periods. The implementation of the Human SceneMode shall be determined by the developer of the
Device and the Node within the Device.
In case of recognized Humans, the App or Data Service provides a reference image(s) for the Human of
interest. The following table characterizes the key parameters for the SceneMode.
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Trigger Condition

Motion Detected
Human Detected
Human Disappeared
Human Recognized

Minimum Data Fields

Human(s) Detected
Human(s) Identified

Optional Data Fields

Characteristics (Clothing, etc.)

In case that motion was detected and Humans were either not detected or not recognized, the Human
Detected and Human Identified fields shall be present but shall have a "NULL" value.

7.2.7. ObjectLabel SceneMode
The purpose of the ObjectLabel SceneMode is to identify objects within the field of view, label the objects
and identify when an object has appeared or disappeared from the field of view. The ObjectLabel utilizes
a network,such as Yolo or SSD, that has been trained to recognize objects.
Trigger Condition

Motion Detected
Object Detected
Object Disappeared
Object Recognized

Minimum Data Fields

Objects(s) Detected
Objects(s) Identified

Optional Data Fields

Characteristics (Color, Brand, etc.)

In case that motion was detected and Labels were either not detected or not recognized, the Label
Detected and Label Identified fields shall be present but shall have a "NULL" value.

7.2.8. Animal SceneMode
The purpose of the Animal SceneMode is to identify animals within the field of view.
Trigger Condition

Motion Detected
Animal Detected
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Animal Disappeared
Animal Recognized
Minimum Data Fields

Animal(s) Detected
Animal(s) Identified

Optional Data Fields

Characteristics (Breed of animal, etc.)

In case that motion was detected and Animals were either not detected or not recognized, the Animal
Detected and Animal Identified fields shall be present but shall have a "NULL" value.

7.2.9. Text/Logo/QRCode SceneMode
The purpose of the Text/Logo/QRCode is used to identify Text, Logo's or QRCodes in the field of view.
This category also includes license plates.
In case that motion was detected and Text/Logo/QRCode were either not detected or not recognized,
the Text/Logo/QRCode Detected and Text/Logo/QRCode Identified fields shall be present but shall have
a "NULL" value.

7.2.10. Vehicle SceneMode
The purpose of this SceneMode is to process data associated with Vehicles.
Trigger Condition

Motion Detected
Vehicle Detected
Vehicle Disappeared
Vehicle Recognized

Minimum Data Fields

Vehicle Detected
Vehicle Model & Make Recognized

Optional Data Fields

Characteristics (Color, Condition)

In case that motion was detected and Vehicle were either not detected or not recognized, the Vehicle
Detected and Vehicle Identified fields shall be present but shall have a "NULL" value.

7.2.11. Custom Mode
The Device may have one or more Modes that are proprietary to the device. The Device may have an
Artificial Intelligence algorithm tailored for a specific purpose. For the purposes of this specification it is
assumed that the model is trained a particular data set which has been labelled where each label is
known to the developer of the algorithm. The algorithm is capable of locating items according to the
networks training. The algorithm may offer further classification of the items. These two steps correspond
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to the Item Detected trigger and the Item Recognized trigger fields. If the implementation is capable of
tracking recognized items, the trigger may also be generated if the item disappears. This is dependent on
the Device Capabilities and shall not be invoked if the device does not indicate that it is capable of
tracking in its Device Capability document.
Trigger Condition

Motion Detected
Item Detected
Item Disappeared
Item Recognized

Minimum Data Fields

Item Detected

Optional Data Fields

Characteristics

In case that motion was detected and object of interest was either not detected or not recognized,
the object of interest Detected and object of interest Identified fields shall be present but shall have a
"NULL" value.

7.3. SceneMark
The SceneMode is the configuration of a Node that optimizes the Node to generate data that is tuned to
the requirements of the NICE App or NICE Data Service configuring the SceneMode. The SceneMode
defines the inputs and outputs, the configuration of the sensor and the processing of data within the
Node.
A SceneMark is a compact representation of a recognized Scene of interest based on intelligent
interpretation of the time- and/or location- correlated aggregated events. SceneMarks may be used to
extract and present information pertinent to consumers of the sensor data. SceneMarks may also be used
to facilitate the intelligent and efficient archival/retrieval of detailed information, including the raw sensor
data. In this role, SceneMarks operate as an index into a much larger volume of sensor data.

7.3.1. SceneMark Identifier
The SceneMark Identifier is a unique ID for each SceneMark. This is used to track the SceneMark
through the Data Pipeline and when it is stored. Refer to NICE Identifier Structure in detail.

7.3.2. SceneMark Generation
The Analysis engine shall trigger the generation SceneData and a SceneMark when an event that
conforms to the trigger condition defined in the SceneMode occurs. The SceneMark which provides
reference metadata for the SceneData that has been generated. The completeness of the SceneMark is
determined by the analysis capabilities of the device. If the device can only perform motion detection, a
partial SceneMark shall be generated. The SceneMark is completed by other Nodes in the Data
Pipeline.
The first stage of analysis may be a general labeling algorithm or other algorithm that is capable of
identifying at least one the following categories:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Motion
Faces
Human bodies
Animals
Vehicles
Text/Logo/QRCode
Objects
Custom

The analysis shall also provide bounding boxes for each object detected with the probability of the label of
the object. The labeling provided by the low level of analysis may be more refined than these categories.
For example with vehicle it may include automobile and model.
The first stage of analysis is typically constrained by the computational power and memory footprint. This
may lead to reduced accuracy and limited classification. The first stage of analysis may enable the sensor
to be configured to captured items with higher priority with a higher level of quality. For example if faces
are of interest, the first frame can be used to detect the location of faces in the frame. Subsequent frames
can be used to ensure that each face detected is captured with the correct focus, lighting and if possible
zoom. The high level analysis or cloud AI can then performed more refined and less time critical analysis
on the captured faces. For example identifying the face from a large universe of faces or detecting the
mood of the faces.
The Custom analysis mode is a mode that is embedded in the device and is proprietary to the device.

7.3.3. SceneMark Caching
The Capabilities object provides a definition of the storage capacity of a Node. This capacity may be
utilized for either caching of SceneMarks or SceneData. The allocation of the cache for SceneMarks and
SceneData may be defined as part of the SceneMode configuration. In case that there is no definition of
the SceneMode and SceneMark cache size, the cache shall be used as a single cache for both
SceneData and SceneMarks. In case that the cache becomes full, the cache shall overwrite the oldest
entries in the cache.
The source of SceneMarks that are cached may be other Nodes (as defined in the SceneMode) or the
sensor within the Node. In case the Node
In case SceneMarks are cached, the SceneMark manifest provides a means for navigating through
SceneMarks in a logical manner based on time. The SceneMark manifest can be used to create playlists
for video or other SceneData to create summaries of events.
The SceneMark Manifest file is a list of SceneMark files that are associated with a
SceneMode Configuration that has been requested by an App. The SceneMark Manifest is divided into
time intervals, each interval period contains a list of SceneMarks that occurred within that interval. The
Time Interval structure enables an App to navigate through the SceneMark manifest based on time.
The contents of the SceneMark Manifest may be based on the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A list of all SceneMarks generated by a group of devices over a period of time.
A list of SceneMarks generated by a Control Session initiated by a NICE App.
A list of SceneMarks generated by a single Device.
Any combination of the above.
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The device that stores the SceneMarks shall maintain a SceneMark manifest and enable NICE Apps and
Data Services to access this file so as to enable navigation through SceneMarks.

7.3.4. SceneMarkManifest Object
The SceneMarkManifest is a directory of SceneMarks with their storage locations. The
SceneMarkManifest may reference other SceneMarkManifests. The SceneMarkManifest is organized in
time periods to enable Apps to chronologically locate SceneMarks.

7.4. SceneData
SceneData is captured or provided by a group of one or more sensor devices and/or sensor modules,
which includes different types of sensor data related to the Scene and also further processed or analyzed
data. SceneData can be thought of as a sample or snapshot of a Scene. SceneData can also include
different types of meta data from various sources. Examples include timestamps, geolocation data, ID for
the sensor device, IDs and data from other sensor devices in the vicinity.
SceneData is generated by NICE devices in accordance to the SceneMode that has been configured by
an App. SceneData is made up of the following types of data:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

RGB image/video clip data
IR image/video clip data
RGB IR image/video clip data
Depth Map
Stereo image data (RGB, RGBIR or IR)
Audio
Temperature
Humidity
Carbon Monoxide
Passive Infrared

The SceneData Manifest and the SceneMarks can reference any of the above types of data as well as
other formats of data.
The following types of file or container types shall be supported as part of the NICE specifications:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ISO/IEC 4496-12:2004 (MPEG-4 Part 12: ISO base media file format) for audio and video.
Motion JPEG.
JPEG for still images.
OPUS, AAC, WAV or MP3 for audio.
JSON or Text files for sensor data from Temperature, Humidity, Carbon Monoxide, Passive
Infrared or other sensors.

Video shall be encoded in one of the following formats:
1. H.264
2. H.265
Configuration of Devices may also be included as part of the SceneData.
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Where SceneData is cached or stored, SceneData can be navigated through either by using SceneMarks
with references to the SceneData file or through a SceneData Manifest file which is described in the
following section.

7.4.1. SceneData Identifier
The SceneData Identifier is a unique ID for each component of the SceneData. This is used to track the
SceneData through the Data Pipeline and when it is stored. Refer to NICE Identifier Structure in detail.

7.4.2. SceneData Caching
A Node may have a storage function. The Capabilities Object for the Node shall indicate storage as a
capability and provide the URI for the SceneData Manifest file which references other SceneData
Manifest files and SceneData.

7.4.2.1. Navigation through SceneData
The SceneData Manifest file enables an App to locate SceneData files. The entry is an .sdm file may link
to multiple .sdm files. The root .sdm file may be associated with a SceneMode request made by an App.
By parsing this file and the .sdm files referenced by this file, the App can navigate through SceneData.

7.4.3. Basic Concept of the SceneMark Manifest File
The following diagram shows a simple hierarchy of SceneMark Manifest files.
Application that has initiated the
SceneMode accesses the Root .smm File
Root .smm File

data .xxx File
SceneMark 1 .scm File

Thumbnail .jpg File
video .mp4 File

Time Period 1 .smm File
data .xxx File
Time Period 2 .smm File
SceneMark 2 .scm File

Thumbnail .jpg File
video .mp4 File

Time Period # .smm File
data .xxx File
Using entries in the Root .smm file,
the App can navigate to SceneMarks
or to past SceneData

SceneMark # .scm File

Thumbnail .jpg File
video .mp4 File

Figure 12. Navigation Through SceneMark Manifest Files
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The following diagram shows how a .smm file generated by a curation request can be used to navigate
through SceneMarks and SceneData.
1. Playback application requests DataService to filter of SceneMarks
DataService .smm File
Root .smm File

Generated by Data Service
SceneMark 1 .scm File

data .xxx File

Thumbnail .jpg File
video .mp4 File

Time Period 1 .smm File
data .xxx File
Time Period 2 .smm File
SceneMark 2 .scm File

Thumbnail .jpg File
video .mp4 File

Time Period # .smm File
data .xxx File
SceneMark # .scm File

Thumbnail .jpg File
video .mp4 File

2. Application uses pointers in .smm file to locate scene mark files

3. Application uses pointers in .scm file to build HLS or DASH manifest file
4. Standard player uses HLS or DASH manifest to playback .mp4 files

Figure 13. Filtering of SceneMarks

The SceneData Manifest references the base video, still, and other sensor data that has been captured
by one or more cameras and/or sensors in the network.
For each camera the manifest may provide a URI that enables an App to link to the live feed from the
camera.
•
•
•
•
•

The manifest is made up of time periods.
The duration of a time period is arbitrary.
Each time period contains a list of Video Chunks (2 to 30 second files of video) which make up
the SceneData video for the Time Period.
There is also a list of still images with time stamps and other sensor data that has been captured
in the time period.
There may be overlapping video files for the same time period with different encoding rates.

7.4.3.1. SceneData Manifest Structure
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Organized SceneMarks
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.s mm

SceneMarks
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SceneData
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Confi g
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.mp4
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.s dm

.
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.jpg
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.s dm
Ca m
Confi g

.s cm

.

.jpg

.jpg

.xxx

.mp4

SceneMark File
SceneMark Manifest
SceneData Manifest
Figure 14. SceneMark Manifest and SceneData Manifest Structure

.sdm – SceneData Manifest file which contains references (URIs) to SceneData
Device Config – Device Configuration – file that contains the SeneMode Objects for a period of time
.jpg – still images which may include RGB, IR or depth
.mp4 – video/audio clips which may include RGB, IR or depth
.xxx – are data files or log files that are generated by the camera or other sensors
SceneData references in the SceneData Manifest file are organized by time. The SceneMode Objects are
also referenced as SceneData.
SceneData may include entries for time periods that have not occured yet. The data stored in these
entries are configuration data for either the SceneMode or the Device configuration that is scheduled to
occur at some time in the future.

7.4.4. SceneData Generation
SceneData shall be created by encoding the output of the sensor as either still images, video clips and/or
audio. The length of video generated in a response to an trigger is determined as one the parameters in
the SceneMode. It is desirable to reduce the amount of video generated as SceneData to a minimum to
minimize storage and bandwidth costs. For different applications there may be different requirements for
different duration of video.

7.4.5. SceneData Configuration
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The SceneMode determines which SceneData should be captured in response to a Trigger. For example
if a Trigger is detected then a period of video should be captured. The video may start before the trigger
and end after the trigger. Examples of SceneData that may be captured may be the following:
1. RGB, IR or RGB-IR including audio.
2. RGB or IR including audio.
3. Audio only.
The SceneMode defines the type and amount of SceneData that is generated when a Trigger occurs. For
example, the SceneMode configuration may indicate that 10 seconds of video before the trigger and 30
seconds after the trigger shall be generated as SceneData. This is set in the SceneData configuration
field of the SceneMode object. Multiple SceneMarks may reference a single video file of SceneData if
triggers happen more rapidly than the period defined for SceneData. For example where multiple triggers
occur within 30 seconds and the SceneData is defined for each trigger is 30 seconds. Where multiple
triggers occur within those 30 seconds, the SceneMarks generated for each trigger shall reference the
same video file that makes up the SceneData for the trigger.

7.4.6. Relationship between SceneMarks and SceneData
The following diagram shows the link between SceneMarks and SceneData.
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Figure 15. Curation of SceneMarks

8. Control Interface API
The following APIs may be called to obtain the Capabilities of a Node, configure the SceneMode, to
initiate a live stream and to get the status of a Node.

8.1. GetStatus
Function
This call returns the status for the Node. This shall include whether the current Node has a current active
SceneMode as well as other data items provided by the NodeStatus object.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
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WebAPI
MQTT
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

App

Callee

Device

Request Parameters
Empty
Acknowledgement Parameters
Status Object

8.2. GetCapabilities
Function
This returns the Capabilities which describe the capabilities of a Node. The App uses this API call to
request the Capabilities of the Node. From this information the App can construct a Workflow to process
data that is generated by a sensor. The App can also determine the possible interconnections between
Nodes by checking the constraints fields within the Capabilities. An App or Data Service shall use this
object to configure the SceneMode for the Node. The App shall not figure the Node beyond the
capabilities defined in the object.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebRTC
WebAPI
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
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Empty.
Acknowledgement Parameters
Capabilities Object.

8.3. StartStreaming
Function
This call initiates a live WebRTC session on the Device. The StreamingConfiguration Object defines the
configuration of the streaming session including which data is transferred.
Calling this API returns the URL for Streaming.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebRTC
WebAPI
Direction
Caller

NICE_DS, NICE_MS

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
StreamingConfiguration Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
WebRTC URL Object

8.4. StopStreaming
Function
The Node shall stop streaming in response to this call.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
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MQTT
WebRTC
WebAPI
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
Empty.
Acknowledgement Parameters
WebRTC URL Object

8.5. StartScene
Function
The StartScene shall initiate a SceneMode operation on the Node. This call contains the SceneMode ID
that has already been loaded into the Node. One receipt of this call the Node shall begin its operation in
the SceneMode.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
SceneModeID Object
Response Parameters
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Empty.

8.6. StopScene
Function
When this command is received by the Node, the current SceneMode shall be stopped and the Node
shall become inactive.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
SceneModeID Object
Response Parameters
Empty.

8.7. SetSceneMode
Function
The Device must support the function to set the SceneMode. This command is used to load a
SceneMode into the Node. Only a single SceneMode may be active for any Node. A SceneMode
becomes active when the SceneModeSchedule triggers the SceneMode or there is an explicit StartScene
command is sent to the Node. The SceneMode becomes inactive either according to the Schedule or a
StopScene has been sent to the Node. The StartScene and StopScene commands override the
Schedule.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
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MQTT
WebRTC
WebAPI
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
SceneMode Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
Empty.

8.8. GetSceneModeList
Function
The Node may have several SceneMode Objects stored on the Node. These SceneModes shall be
activated either by the configuration of the SceneModeSchedule or by a StartScene command. This API
call requests the list of SceneModes that are present on the Node. Only a single SceneMode shall be
active at any time.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
NodeID Object
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Acknowledgement Parameters
SceneModeList Object

8.9. GetSceneMode
Function
A Node may have multiple SceneMode objects stored in the Node. An App may request any of these
objects from the Node.
Request a specific SceneModes Object that is present on the Node. This API returns the SceneMode
object that corresponds to the SceneMode ID in the command.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
SceneModeRequest Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
SceneMode Object

8.10. SetCaptureSequence
Function
A CaptureSequence is a sequence of settings for a sensor. The controller for the sensor shall configure
the sensor according to the sequence that is defined in the CaptureSequence.
The CaptureSequence represents a sequence of captures of frames and the setting of each frame.
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For example, if a CaptureSequence requires a high-resolution frame followed by 4 video frames there will
be two control classes sent the sensor.
•
•

The first will be sent before the still image is captured and will indicate that a full resolution frame
should be captured with a specific exposure setting, with a specific focus setting etc.
The second class will be sent indicating that a video sequence should be captured, the number of
frames in the sequence, digital zoom setting etc.

A CaptureSequence may be run as a default setting for sensor or may be triggered by an event such as
the output of SceneMode.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
CaptureSequence Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
Empty.

8.11. GetCaptureSequenceList
Function
A Node may have several CaptureSequences stored in the Node. This API call retrieves list of
CaptureSequences IDs that are present on a Node.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
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Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
NodeID Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
CaptureSequenceList Object

8.12. GetCaptureSequence
Function
Retrieve a CaptureSequence that are present on a Node. The CaptureSequence Object that corresponds
to the specific CaptureSequence ID in the command is returned.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
NodeID
Acknowledgement Parameters
CaptureSequence Object

8.13. GetNodeStatus
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Function
Request the NodeStatus Object for a Node. The NodeStatus describes the current status of the Node.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
NodeID Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
CaptureSequence Object

8.14. SetSceneModeSchedule
Function
The SceneMode schedule may be used in conjunction with preloaded SceneModes. Multiple
SceneModes may be loaded into the Node. If this object is loaded into the Node the SceneModeIDs that
are listed in the object are performed according to the Schedule defined within the object.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE
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Request Parameters
SceneModeSchedule Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
Empty.

8.15. GetSceneModeSchedule
Function
The SceneMode schedule may be used in conjunction with pre-loaded SceneModes.. If this object is
loaded into the Node the SceneModeIDs that are listed in the object are performed according to the
Schedule defined within the object.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
NodeID Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
SceneModeSchedule Object

9. Data Interface
9.1. GetSceneMarkManifest
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Function
Request a list of SceneMarks available on the Node.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
NodeID Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
SceneMarkManifest Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
Empty.

9.2. GetSceneDataManifest
Function
Request the SceneDataManifest from the Node. The response to this command shall be either the
SceneData manifest file or the SceneData file itself.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebAPI
WebRTC
Direction
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Caller

NICE Data Service, App

Callee

DEVICE

Request Parameters
SceneDataManifest Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
Empty.

9.3. SetSceneData
Function
A Node, App or Data Service uses this call to upload new SceneData or overwrite SceneData to a
location. If the Node maintains a SceneDataManifest Object this object shall be updated to reflect the
change. The SceneData is uploaded as a number of sections to make a complete file. The receiving
entity shall rebuild the original file when all of the sections have been received.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebRTC
WebAPI
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App, Device

Callee

NICE Data Service, App, Device

Request Parameters
DataSection Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
Empty.

9.4. SetSceneMark
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Function
The Device must have the function of sending SceneMark to an App or a Cloud Service.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebRTC
WebAPI
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App, Device

Callee

NICE Data Service, App, Device

Request Parameters
SceneMark Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
Empty.

9.5. GetSceneMark
Function
The Device must have the function of retrieving SceneMark from its local storage. The App uses this call
to retrieve a section of SceneData from a Node.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebRTC
WebAPI
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App, Device

Callee

NICE Data Service, App, Device
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Request Parameters
SceneMarkIDRequest Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
SceneMark Object

9.6. GetSceneData
Function
The Device must have the function of retrieving SceneData from its local storage,
A Node, App or Data Service uses this call to upload new SceneData or overwrite SceneData to a
location. If the Node maintains a SceneDataManifest Object this object shall be updated to reflect the
change. The SceneData is uploaded as a number of sections to make a complete file. The receiving
entity shall rebuild the original file when all of the sections have been received.
Protocol(s) Used to Make Calls
MQTT
WebRTC
WebAPI
Direction
Caller

NICE Data Service, App, Device

Callee

NICE Data Service, App, Device

Request Parameters
DataSectionID Object
Acknowledgement Parameters
DataSection Object

10. Data Objects
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10.1. Capabilities Object
10.1.1. Data Structure
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10.1.2. JSON Object
Capabilities
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "Capabilities",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"NodeID": {
"type": "string"
},
"Description": {
"type": "string"
},
"InputCapabilities": {
"type": "array",
"description": "List of formats that the node can have as an input.",
"additionalItems": true,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"title": "Video",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"MaximumFrameRate": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Number of frames per second."
},
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"MaximumResolution": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Resolution in pixels.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"Height": {
"type": "integer"
},
"Width": {
"type": "integer"
}
},
"required": [
"Height",
"Width"
]
},
"StreamType": {
"enum": [
"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
]
},
"SupportedCodecs": {
"type": "array",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"enum": [
"JPEG",
"H.264",
"H.265",
"VP9",
"AV1",
"RAW"
]
}
]
},
"EncryptionSupported": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"ExcludedPorts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "If this output is selected then
the following ports cannot be used."
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"PortID"
]
},
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{
"type": "object",
"title": "Data",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"DataType": {
"enum": [
"Temperature",
"Humidity",
"CarbonMonoxide"
]
},
"MaximumSamplePeriod": {
"type": "integer"
},
"EncryptionSupported": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"ExcludedPorts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "If this output is selected then
the following ports cannot be used."
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"PortID"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "Audio",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"MaximumSampleRate": {
"type": "number"
},
"SampleDepth": {
"type": "number"
},
"SupportedAudioCodec": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"enum": [
"AAC",
"MP3",
"FLAC",
"WAV",
"Ogg Vorbis"
]
}
},
"EncryptionSupported": {
"type": "boolean"
},
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"ExcludedPorts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "If this output is selected then
the following ports cannot be used."
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"PortID"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "StillImage",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"ImageType": {
"enum": [
"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
]
},
"MaximumHeight": {
"type": "number"
},
"MaximumWidth": {
"type": "number"
},
"Encoding": {
"enum": [
"RAW",
"JPEG"
]
},
"ExcludedPorts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "If this output is selected then
the following ports cannot be used."
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"PortID"
]
}
]
},
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"OutputCapabilities": {
"type": "array",
"description": "List of outputs that can be supported by the output of the
Node.",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"title": "Video",
"description": "",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"MaximumFrameRate": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Number of frames per second."
},
"MaximumResolution": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Resolution in pixels.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"Height": {
"type": "integer"
},
"Width": {
"type": "integer"
}
},
"required": [
"Height",
"Width"
]
},
"StreamType": {
"enum": [
"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
]
},
"SupportedCodecs": {
"type": "array",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"enum": [
"JPEG",
"H.264",
"H.265",
"VP9",
"AV1",
"RAW"
]
}
]
},
"EncryptionSupported": {
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"type": "boolean"
},
"ExcludedPorts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "If this output is selected then
the following ports cannot be used."
}
]
}
}
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "Data",
"description": "",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"StreamType": {
"enum": [
"Temperature",
"Humidity",
"CarbonMonoxide"
]
},
"MaximumSamplePeriod": {
"type": "integer"
},
"EncryptionSupported": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"ExcludedPorts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "If this output is selected then
the following ports cannot be used."
}
]
}
}
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "Audio",
"description": "",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"MaximumSampleRate": {
"type": "number"
},
"SampleDepth": {
"type": "number"
},
"SupportedAudioCodec": {
"type": "array",
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"items": {
"enum": [
"AAC",
"MP3",
"FLAC",
"WAV",
"Ogg Vorbis"
]
}
},
"EncryptionSupported": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"ExcludedPorts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "If this output is selected then
the following ports cannot be used."
}
]
}
}
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "StillImage",
"description": "",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"ImageType": {
"enum": [
"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
]
},
"MaximumHeight": {
"type": "number"
},
"MaximumWidth": {
"type": "number"
},
"Encoding": {
"enum": [
"RAW",
"JPEG"
]
},
"ExcludedPorts": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
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"description": "If this output is selected then
the following ports cannot be used."
}
]
}
}
}
]
},
"Modes": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"title": "Custom",
"description": "Proprietary computer vision or AI algorithm used
to process the image.",
"properties": {
"CustomAnalysisID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Each algorithm and set of weights has a
unique ID that is defined by NICE. This value shall be carried in this record."
},
"AnalysisDescription": {
"type": "string"
},
"AnalysisDrivenROICapable": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "If TRUE then the regions of interest
generated from this analysis stage should be fed back to another Node."
}
},
"required": [
"AnalysisDrivenROICapable",
"CustomAnalysisID"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "NICESceneMode",
"description": "NICE SceneModes that are supported by the Node.",
"properties": {
"SupportedAnalysis": {
"type": "array",
"description": "This list comprises Algorithms that may be
used to process audio signals for example detect the sound of broken glass.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"AnalysisType": {
"enum": [
"Motion",
"Detect",
"Recognize",
"Characterize"
]
},
"MaximumNumberofLabels": {
"type": "number",
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"description": "Maximum number of labels
that can be differentiated by the AI algorithm."
},
"MaximumProcessingTime": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "Time in nano seconds to
execute a single analysis."
}
},
"required": [
"AnalysisType",
"MaximumNumberofLabels",
"MaximumProcessingTime"
]
}
]
},
"SupportedSceneModes": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"enum": [
"Motion",
"Face",
"Human",
"Vehicle",
"Label",
"Animal",
"TextLogoQRCode"
]
}
]
},
"AnalysisDrivenROICapable": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "If TRUE then the regions of interest
generated from this analysis stage should be fed back to another Node."
}
},
"required": [
"SupportedSceneModes",
"AnalysisDrivenROICapable"
]
}
]
},
"ProcessingConstraints": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Describe the available options and what is possible
simultaneously ",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"title": "ExcludedNode",
"description": "For each Node a list of excluded Nodes. If a node
is selected then the listed Nodes are not available.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"NodeID": {
"type": "string"
},
"ExcludedNodes": {
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"type": "array",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"title": "Excluded Node ID",
"description": "This Node ID is blocked."
}
]
},
"InputOptions": {
"type": "array",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"title": "Node ID",
"description": "Node IDs that can act as an input
to the specified Node. Depending on the Protocol the Node may subscribe to a MQTT
topic, fetch using an HTTP request or listen to an WebRTC session."
}
]
},
"OutputOptions": {
"type": "array",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"title": "Node ID",
"description": "Node IDs that the output can send
data to when node is pushing data."
}
]
},
"ExternalSource": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "If this is TRUE then it is possible to
link the Node to a Node on another device via a network connection."
},
"ExternalOutput": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "The output can be linked to an input via a
network connection."
}
},
"required": [
"ExternalSource",
"ExternalOutput",
"InputOptions",
"OutputOptions",
"NodeID",
"ExcludedNodes"
]
}
]
},
"Transducers": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Transducers are either an input or output. They include
functions such as Image Sensors, Audio Microphones or Audio Speakers.",
"items": [
{
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"type": "object",
"title": "ImageSensor",
"description": "Image Sensor Capabilities",
"properties": {
"SensorID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for the Sensor Module.. "
},
"AnalysisDrivenCapable": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "If TRUE the sensor can have real time
feedback configuration from a Processing Node."
},
"ImageType": {
"enum": [
"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
]
},
"ExposureOptions": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Describes how exposure may be controlled
on the sensor. ",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"description": "Sensor is assumed to have
autoexposure. This provides a list of over or under exposure settings. 0 is normal
auto exposure, +1 is 2x exposure, +2 is 4x exposure. - 1 is half exposure, etc",
"enum": [
"+4",
"+3",
"+2",
"+1",
"0",
"-1",
"-2",
"-3",
"-4"
]
}
]
},
"Lens": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Describes which parameters of the lens can
be controlled. ",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"Autofocus": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"FixedFocus": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"PanControl": {
"type": "boolean"
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},
"MaximumFocalLength": {
"type": "integer"
},
"MinimumFocalLength": {
"type": "integer"
}
},
"required": [
"Autofocus",
"FixedFocus",
"PanControl",
"MaximumFocalLength",
"MinimumFocalLength"
]
},
"RegionsofInterest": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Describes the region of interest
capabilities of the sensor. If regions of interest are not supported this object is
not provided.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"MaximumNumberofRegions": {
"type": "number",
"description": "The most regions of Interest that
can be captured in a single frame."
},
"MaximumHeight": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Maximum height of a region of
interest in pixels."
},
"MinimumHeight": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Smallest height for a region of
interest in pixels."
},
"MaximumWidth": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Maximum width of a region of
interest in pixels."
},
"MinimumWidth": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Minimum width for the region of
interest in pixels."
},
"DependentROIControls": {
"type": "array",
"description": "When more than one region of
interest is defined there are some camera parameters that are global for all ROIs, for
example focus of the lens. The settings of these parameters are driven by the first
ROI defined in the camera configuration list.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"enum": [
"Focus",
"Exposure"
]
}
]
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},
"IndependentROIControls": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Some parameters for the region of
interest may be defined per region of interest. For example some advanced sensors
enable each region of interest to have its own exposure control. Parameters in this
list may be set per region of interest. ",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"enum": [
"Zoom",
"Exposure"
]
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"MaximumNumberofRegions",
"MaximumHeight",
"MinimumHeight",
"MaximumWidth",
"MinimumWidth",
"DependentROIControls",
"IndependentROIControls"
]
},
"CaptureSequences": {
"type": "object",
"description": "CaptureSequences are specific sequences of
frames to enable the best possible capture of information for the subsequent Computer
Vision or AI processing of these frames. If the device does not support
CaptureSequences this object is not published.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"MaximumNumberofSequences": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Each CaptureSequence comprises a
specific sequence of frames. The maximum number of sequences is the number of
sequences can be stored in the node. "
},
"MaximumNumberofFrames": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Maximum number of frames that may
be defined in a single CaptureSequence"
},
"Resolution": {
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"Width": {
"type": "number"
},
"Height": {
"type": "number"
},
"BinningPixelSkippingOptions": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "number"
}
},
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"MaxFrameRate": {
"type": "integer"
}
},
"required": [
"Width",
"Height",
"BinningPixelSkippingOptions",
"MaxFrameRate"
]
}
},
"required": [
"Resolution",
"MaximumNumberofSequences",
"MaximumNumberofFrames"
]
}
},
"required": [
"AnalysisDrivenCapable",
"SensorID"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "AudioInput",
"description": "Audio input capabilities",
"properties": {
"SensorID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for the sensor. "
},
"AutomaticLevelControl": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "Microphones using automatic gain to set
levels."
},
"FixedLevelControl": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "Fixed gain control of the audio
microphone."
}
},
"required": [
"SensorID"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "Speaker",
"description": "Speaker capabilities",
"properties": {
"SpeakerID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for the Speaker."
},
"MaxOutputLevel": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "Number describing the maximum output level
of the speaker in db."
}
},
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"required": [
"SpeakerID"
]
}
]
},
"AudioAnalysis": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"AudioAnalysisID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "This is a unique ID that is provided for
the algorithm used to process audio."
},
"Description": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Optional description of the Audio
processing."
}
},
"required": [
"AudioAnalysisID"
]
}
]
},
"StorageSize": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Number of Bytes Storage available for SceneData and
SceneMark caching."
}
},
"required": [
"NodeID"
]
}

10.2. SceneMode Object
10.2.1. Data Structure
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10.2.2. JSON Object
SceneMode
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "SceneMode",
"additionalProperties": false,
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"properties": {
"SceneModeID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "SceneModeID unique within the scope of this node."
},
"NodeID": {
"type": "string"
},
"Inputs": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Defines inputs for the Node from other Nodes either within
the device or external devices. String contains URI for the location of the input.\n",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "ID of the Port which the input is made.
This reference is used by functions in the Node to reference the Input."
},
"InputSourceURI": {
"type": "string"
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Encryption",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that enables
the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server that
provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is
false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The encrypted privacy object for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
},
"MQTTQoS": {
"description": "QoS setting for MQTT communication"
}
},
"required": [
"PortID",
"InputSourceURI",
"Encryption"
]
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}
]
},
"Outputs": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Defines outputs including data encoding, protocols and end
points.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"title": "VideoConfiguration",
"description": "This configures the output of the video output of
the Node",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "ID allocated within the Node for this
output. "
},
"FrameRate": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Frames per second"
},
"Resolution": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Resolution in pixels.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"Height": {
"type": "integer"
},
"Width": {
"type": "integer"
}
}
},
"DestinationURIList": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"URI": {
"type": "string"
},
"MQTTQoS": {
"description": "QoS setting for MQTT
communication"
}
},
"required": [
"URI"
]
}
},
"Codecs": {
"enum": [
"JPEG",
"H.264",
"H.265",
"VP9",
"AV1",
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"RAW"
]
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Encryption",
"description": "Configuration of encryption",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that enables
the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server that
provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is
false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The encrypted privacy object for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
},
"StartTimeRelTrigger": {
"type": "number"
},
"EndTimeRelTrigger": {
"type": "number"
},
"MaxChunkSize": {
"type": "number"
}
},
"required": [
"Encryption",
"DestinationURIList",
"PortID",
"StartTimeRelTrigger",
"EndTimeRelTrigger",
"MaxChunkSize"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "DataStreamConfig",
"description": "This condigures a data stream from sensors such as
thermometer, CO2 etc.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "PortID allocated within the Node for this
output. "
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},
"SamplePeriod": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "Time between samples. 1 means 1 sample per
second. O.5 means 2 samples per second. 10 means one sample every 10 seconds."
},
"Format": {
"enum": [
"JSON",
"File"
]
},
"DestinationURIList": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"URI": {
"type": "string"
},
"MQTTQoS": {
"description": "QoS setting for MQTT
communication"
}
},
"required": [
"URI"
]
}
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Encryption",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that enables
the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server that
provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is
false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The encrypted privacy object for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
},
"StartTimeRelTrigger": {
"type": "number"
},
"EndTimeRelTrigger": {
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"type": "number"
},
"MaxChunkSize": {
"type": "number"
}
},
"required": [
"DestinationURIList",
"PortID",
"Encryption",
"StartTimeRelTrigger",
"EndTimeRelTrigger",
"MaxChunkSize"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "AudioStreamConfiguration",
"description": "Configures audio stream output from Node.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"SampleRate": {
"type": "number"
},
"SampleDepth": {
"type": "number"
},
"AudioCodecs": {
"enum": [
"AAC",
"MP3",
"FLAC",
"WAV",
"Ogg Vorbis"
]
},
"DestinationURIList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Defines the locations that the audio
stream may be writen to. This may be using WebRTC or HTTPS.",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"URI": {
"type": "string"
},
"MQTTQoS": {
"description": "QoS setting for MQTT
communication"
}
},
"required": [
"URI"
]
}
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "EncryptionConfiguration",
"additionalProperties": false,
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"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that enables
the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server that
provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is
false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The encrypted privacy object for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
},
"StartTimeRelTrigger": {
"type": "number"
},
"EndTimeRelTrigger": {
"type": "number"
},
"MaxChunkSize": {
"type": "number"
}
},
"required": [
"DestinationURIList",
"PortID",
"Encryption",
"StartTimeRelTrigger",
"EndTimeRelTrigger",
"MaxChunkSize"
]
},
{
"type": "object",
"title": "ImageConfiguration",
"description": "Image output configuration",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"ImageType": {
"enum": [
"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
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]
},
"Height": {
"type": "number"
},
"Width": {
"type": "number"
},
"Encoding": {
"enum": [
"JPEG",
"RAW"
]
},
"DestinationURIList": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"URI": {
"type": "string"
},
"MQTTQoS": {
"description": "QoS setting for MQTT
communication"
}
},
"required": [
"URI"
]
}
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Encryption Configuration",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that enables
the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server that
provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is
false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The encrypted privacy object for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
},
"TimeRelTrigger": {
"type": "number"
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}
},
"required": [
"DestinationURIList",
"PortID",
"Encryption",
"TimeRelTrigger"
]
}
]
},
"Transducer": {
"type": "object",
"description": "A transducer is either a sensor or a speaker. The
configurations in this data structure are the default configurations. These may be
overwriten by the output of an analysis step defined in the SceneMode of this or
another Node.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"AudioSensorConfig": {
"type": "object",
"title": "AudioSensorConfig",
"description": "Configuration of the audio sensor.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"SensorID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for the sensor."
},
"SampleRate": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Number of samples per second."
},
"SampleDepth": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Number of bits of resolution for audio
samples."
},
"InputToAnalysis": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "If true then Audio is sent to the Analysis
function in the Node."
},
"PortIDList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "The audio should be sent to the listed
PortIDs",
"items": {
"type": "string"
}
}
},
"required": [
"SensorID",
"InputToAnalysis"
]
},
"SpeakerConfig": {
"type": "object",
"description": "The volume of the speaker can be controlled. ",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"SpeakerID": {
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"type": "string",
"description": "Unque ID of the speaker."
},
"OutputLevel": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "Output level setting in dB."
},
"PortID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Port with incomming audio stream."
}
},
"required": [
"SpeakerID",
"PortID"
]
},
"ImageSensorConfig": {
"type": "object",
"description": "ID of the Capture Sequence that should be used for
the configuration of the Image Sensor. If no CaptureSequence is defined the Node may
use a default setting associated by the implementation of the Node. ",
"properties": {
"SensorID": {
"type": "string"
},
"DefaultCaptureSequence": {
"type": "string"
},
"InputToAnalysis": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "If true then input to Analysis function."
},
"PortIDList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "The audio should be sent to the listed
PortIDs",
"items": {
"type": "string"
}
}
},
"required": [
"SensorID",
"InputToAnalysis"
]
}
}
},
"Mode": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Defines either NICE defined SceneMode or
DeviceDefinedAnalysis - which is a proprietary Computer Vision or AI in the device.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"SceneMode": {
"enum": [
"Motion",
"Face",
"Human",
"Vehicle",
"Label",
"Animal",
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"TexLogoQRCode"
]
},
"SceneModeConfig": {
"type": "array",
"description": "This defines the depth of analysis performed and
whether a resut of an output can be used to drive a subsequent capture of frames.",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"AnalysisStage": {
"enum": [
"Motion",
"Detect",
"Recognize",
"Characterize"
]
},
"AnalysisDrivenRegionofInterest": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "If TRUE then the regions of
interest generated from this analysis stage should be fed back to another Node."
},
"AnalysisThreshold": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "The output of the analysis should
be greater than this value to trigger the Capture Sequence."
},
"CaptureSequenceID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Capture Sequence ID to be
implemented if the analsyis has a positive outcome"
},
"FeedbackURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "End point for CaptureSequence"
}
}
}
]
},
"CustomAnalysis": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Algorithm implemented in device that performs a
proprietary AI function.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"CustomAnalysisID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Each algorithm and set of weights has a
unique ID that is defined by NICE. This value shall be carried in this record."
},
"AnalysisDescription": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Description of algorithm."
},
"AnalysisDrivenRegionofInterest": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "If TRUE then the regions of interest
generated from this analysis stage should be fed back to another Node."
},
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"AnalysisThreshold": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "The output of the analysis should be
greater than this value to trigger the Capture Sequence."
},
"CaptureSequenceID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Capture Sequence ID to be implemented if
the analsyis has a positive outcome"
},
"FeedbackURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "End point for CaptureSequence"
}
}
},
"LabelRefDataList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "For a specific label the following are reference
data such as images for the particular label. The Node shall process these images to
create the appropriate reference vector and store which RefDataIDs have been used to
create the vector. If new RefDataIDs are detected in the SceneMode object the vector
shall be regenerated with the listed RefData.",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"LabelName": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Label name for example for facial
recognition this would be the name or id of an individual."
},
"RefDataURIList": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"RefDataID": {
"type": "string"
},
"RefDataURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URI for reference
data such as an image for a persons face. If this RefDataID has not been processed the
Node shall fetch the reference data and process it.\n"
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Audio Stream Config",
"description": "Configuration of
the audio stream including codec and encryption.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key
Identifier that enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False
this value will be ignored."
},
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"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location
of the server that provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If
EncryptionOn is false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The
encrypted privacy object for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"RefDataID",
"RefDataURI",
"Encryption"
]
}
]
},
"RefData": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"RefDataID": {
"type": "string"
},
"RefData": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Reference data
encoded in Base64. For example an image of a persons face."
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Encryption
Configuration",
"description": "Configuration of
encryption.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key
Identifier that enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False
this value will be ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location
of the server that provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If
EncryptionOn is false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
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"type": "string",
"description": "The
encrypted privacy object for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"RefDataID",
"RefData",
"Encryption"
]
}
]
},
"ProcessingStage": {
"description": "This indicates which analysis
stage should use the reference data.",
"enum": [
"CustomAnalysis",
"Motion",
"Detect",
"Recognize",
"Characterize"
]
}
},
"required": [
"ProcessingStage",
"LabelName"
]
}
]
},
"SceneMarkInputURIList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Locations from where incomming SceneMarks may be
received.",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"SceneMarkInputURI": {
"type": "string"
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Encryption Configuration",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that
enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
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"description": "Location of the server that
provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is
false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The encrypted privacy object
for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"Encryption",
"SceneMarkInputURI"
]
}
},
"SceneMarkOutputURIList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Locations where SceneMarks shoudl be sent to",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"SceneMarkOuputURI": {
"type": "string"
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Encryption Configuration",
"description": "Configuration of encryption.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that
enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server
that provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn
is false this field shall be ignored."
},
"EncryptedPrivacyObject": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The encrypted privacy
object for "
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
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},
"required": [
"Encryption",
"SceneMarkOuputURI"
]
}
]
},
"TransducerInput": {
"type": "array",
"description": "ID of Transducer Within Node to be used as Input
to Analysis",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
}
}
},
"Storage": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Configuration of Storage in the Node",
"properties": {
"InputSceneMarkList": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "SceneMark Source URI"
}
]
},
"SceneMarkBufferSize": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Number of Bytes allocated to SceneMark storage.
The combined value of SceneMarkBufferSize and SceneDataBufferSize should be less than
or equal to the BufferSize for the Node."
},
"InputSceneDataList": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "URI for SceneData source"
}
]
},
"SceneDataBufferSize": {
"type": "number",
"description": " Number of Bytes allocated to SceneData storage.
The combined value of SceneMarkBufferSize and SceneDataBufferSize should be less than
or equal to the BufferSize for the Node."
}
}
},
"AudioAnalysisID": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"SceneModeID",
"NodeID"
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]
}

10.3. CaptureSequence Object
10.3.1. Data Structure
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10.3.2. JSON Object
Capture Sequence
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "CaptureSequence",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"CaptureSequenceID": {
"type": "string"
},
"CaptureSequence": {
"type": "array",
"title": "Settings for each frame in the sequence of frames.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"SensorID": {
"type": "string"
},
"Exposure": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Exposure setting. This is relative to the
auto exposure setting. Auto exposure = 0. 2x exposure is +1 , Half exposure = -1 etc"
},
"Autofocus": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "Autofocus on or off"
},
"FixedFocus": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "If fixed focus, this value provides the
distance at which the lens should be focussed in meters."
},
"FocalLength": {
"type": "number",
"description": "In case of a zoom lens this value is the
focal length to which the lense shall be set in meters."
},
"RegionsofInterest": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Regions that may be configured through the
default sensor configuration or may be generated in real time by an analysis node.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"Height": {
"type": "number"
},
"Width": {
"type": "number"
},
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"XCoordinate": {
"type": "number"
},
"YCoordinate": {
"type": "number"
},
"Control": {
"description": "Defines parameters that
the region of interest shall be optimized for. For controls that are universal for all
regions of interest (for example lens focus) the first region of interest sets the
parameter.",
"enum": [
"Focus",
"Exposure",
"DigitalZoom",
"MechanicalZoom"
],
"required": []
}
},
"required": [
"Height",
"Width",
"XCoordinate",
"YCoordinate",
"Control"
]
}
]
},
"Resolution": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Height": {
"type": "number"
},
"Width": {
"type": "number"
}
}
},
"LightSource": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Setting": {
"enum": [
"Off",
"Continuous",
"Strobe"
],
"required": []
},
"LightType": {
"enum": [
"WhiteLight",
"IR"
],
"required": []
}
}
},
"ImageDataType": {
"enum": [
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"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
],
"required": []
}
},
"required": [
"SensorID"
]
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"CaptureSequenceID",
"CaptureSequence"
]
}

10.4. CaptureSequenceList Object
10.4.1. JSON Object
CaptureSequenceID
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "CaptureSequenceList",
"description": "List of CaptureSequences that are present in the Node",
"additionalProperties": {
"not": {}
},
"properties": {
"NodeID": {
"type": "string"
},
"CaptureSequenceList": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "CaptureSequenceID"
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"NodeID",
"CaptureSequenceList"
]
}
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10.5. Node Status Object
10.5.1. Data Structure

10.5.2. JSON Object
NodeStatus
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{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "NodeStatus",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"State": {
"enum": [
"Running",
"Stopped",
"SceneModeError",
"SettingUp"
],
"required": []
},
"ActiveSceneModeIDs": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Currently active SceneMode on Device",
"items": [
{
"type": "string",
"description": "Active SceneModeIDs for each Node"
}
]
},
"CurrentSceneModeSchedule": {
"type": "string",
"description": "SceneModeScheduleID for the schedule currently in the
device."
},
"SceneMarkManifestURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URI for the location of the SceneMark Manifest file which
contains the lists of SceneMarks available for the session."
},
"SceneDataManifestURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URI for the SceneData manifest which has the list of
SceneData that is available for the session."
},
"SceneModeList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "List of SceneModeIDs present in the Node. This list can be
used to manage the buffer for SceneModes in the Node.",
"items": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"CaptureSequenceList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "List of CaptureSequence IDs in the Node.",
"items": {
"type": "string"
}
}
},
"required": [
"State",
"SceneModeList",
"CaptureSequenceList"
]
}
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10.6. SceneModeSchedule Object
10.6.1. Data Structure

10.6.2. JSON Object
SceneModeSchedule
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "SceneModeSchedule",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"SceneModeScheduleID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for the SceneMode. This is unique for within the
scope of the Node."
},
"SceneModeList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "This is a list of SceneModes that are available to
scheduled for the device.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"description": "ScheneModeID Schedule Object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"SceneModeID": {
"type": "string"
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},
"SceneModeURI": {
"type": "string"
},
"SchedulingType": {
"enum": [
"Default",
"ScheduledOnce",
"ScheduledHourly",
"ScheduledDaily",
"ScheduledWeekly",
"ScheduledMonthly",
"ScheduledAnnually"
]
},
"StartTime": {
"type": "string"
},
"EndTime": {
"type": "string"
},
"Priority": {
"type": "number"
}
},
"required": [
"SceneModeID",
"StartTime",
"EndTime"
]
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"SceneModeList",
"SceneModeScheduleID"
]
}

10.7. SceneMarkManifest Object
10.7.1. Data Structure
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10.7.2. JSON Schema
The following is the JSON schema for the SceneMark Manifest.
SceneMarkManifest
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "SceneMarkManifest",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"TagList": {
"type": "array",
"description": "This data structure contains tags which are common to the
SceneMarks in the list.",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"StartDateTime": {
"type": "string"
},
"EndDateTime": {
"type": "string"
},
"SceneMarkList": {
"type": "array",
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"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"SceneMarkID": {
"type": "string"
},
"TimeStamp": {
"type": "string"
},
"SceneMarkURI": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"SceneMarkList"
]
}

10.8. SceneMark Object
10.8.1. Data Structure
The SceneMark is a JSON document that contains metadata regarding events that have triggered the
generation of the SceneMark.
The following are the types of data that are included in the SceneMark:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Thumbnail associated with the Scene.
Time Stamp for the generation of the SceneMark.
Attributes for the Scene.
List of devices that have generated SceneData associated with the Scene.
For each Node a list of streams that have been generated or processed by the device.
For each Node: settings, SceneMode, SceneData generated, Progress of Completion of
SceneMode data generation, Metadata that has been generated regarding the Scene, thumbnails
etc.

In addition to identifying specific objects, faces etc the SceneMark also has attribute fields which describe
characteristics of the object identified. For example a recognized face may have the attribute "smiling" or
a recognized object may have the attribute "yellow". These attributes are determined by the AI engines
that are utilized to generate SceneMarks and are not fixed by the NICE standard.
There are also probability fields for the attributes or elements that are recognized in the SceneMark.
These fields indicate the certainty of the result that has been supplied.
The algorithm ID that is used throughout the SceneMark is a unique identifier issued by the NICE alliance
that indicates which algorithm has been used to generate the attribute. This unique id allows an App to
verify the vendor of the algorithm, the type of algorithm and version of algorithm. On the basis of this ID
the App can assess whether the attribute is useful and in the case of applications requiring an audit trail
the algorithm ID can be used to track how attributes where generated.
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10.8.1.1. SceneMarkID
The SceneMarkID value is generated if the SceneMark is generated for the first time. The SceneMarkID
shall start with the value SM, followed by NodeID and an incrementing 8 byte value. Each SceneMarkID
is unique.

10.8.1.2. TimeStamp
The TimeStamp for the trigger event that generated the SceneMark. The time format is according to the
NICE Date Time Format specification.
Thumbnail
There are two options for carrying the thumbnail for the scene. The Thumbnail may be a JPEG file
encoded as a base64 string. Alternatively the thumbnail will be a JPEG file referenced by a URL.

10.8.1.3. Encryption
The encryption of the SceneData is signaled through the "Encrypted" being set to TRUE. When encrypted
is "TRUE" there is a link provided to the Rights Object Server where the Rights Object can be obtained for
the SceneData field. There is also a Key ID that enables the server to reference the key to be be provided
in the Rights Object returned to the client.

10.8.1.4. Attributes
Attributes are characteristics that have been associated with the SceneMark.
For each attribute there is an algorithm ID which is used to track which algorithm was used to generate
the attribute and the probability or score for the attribute that has been provided to the SceneMark.

10.8.1.5. Processing Status
This refers to the status of the processing of SceneMark for each camera. Each SceneMode defines a
minimum set of data fields for a complete SceneMark. The data provided in the SceneMark may be
added by different processes within a workflow defined for the SceneMode. The Processing Status field
indicates which steps of the workflow have been completed.
Typical workflow entails the following steps:
1. Detect - identify regions where a thing such as a Face, Human, Vehicle, Object, Text/Logo/QR
Code or Animal are located.
2. Recognize - specifically identify the thing that has been detected.
3. Categorize - additional categorization of the thing detected. For example is the face smiling, or
the color or features of an object.
These fields are used by processes in the SceneMode workflow to determine what fields need to be
added to the SceneMark.
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10.8.1.6. SceneData
SceneData may be one of the following types:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

RGB
IR
RGBIR
Depth
Audio
Passive IR
Temperature
Carbon Monoxide

In case of RGB or IR is in either the form of an MPEG video file or JPEG. Depth is represented as a
Depth File Format.
The output of the Passive IR, Temperature and Carbon Monoxide sensors are log files from the sensor
which have text representations of the outputs of the sensors. NICE does not define a specific format for
these log files.

10.8.1.7. Format Type
The type of data file that is used to contain the SceneData referenced by the URL. These may be video,
still or text files.

10.8.1.8. SceneMode
The SceneMode for each Node is the SceneMode that was requested for each Node by the an Sink or
Hub subscribing to the sequence of SceneMarks.

10.8.1.9. Detected Items
Several types of Items may be detected and processed. The minimum set of Items to be detected are
determined by the SceneMode. Additional categories of Items may be added to the SceneMark. For
example the Face SceneMode requires facial information to be captured and processed. Other Items
such as vehicles may optionally added to the SceneMark.
The following categories of Items are listed in the SceneMark:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Face
Human
Animal
Vehicle
Objects
Text/Logo/QR Code
Custom

For each category there is an array of Itemss that have been identified under the category.
For each thing that has been captured there are the following:
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1. Whether one of the category has been detected.
2. If it has been detected has it been recognized as being a specific member of the category. For
example with faces the identity of the face.
3. Any attribute for the thing listed - for example if a face what is the mood of the face.
4. Coordinates of a rectangle where the object is located in the image.
5. Thumbnail or URL referencing a thumbnail.
The SceneMark is a JSON document that contains metadata regarding events that have triggered the
generation of the SceneMark.
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10.8.2. JSON Object
SceneMark
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "SceneMark",
"description": "The SceneMark contains data describing what has been captured in
SceneData and either contains references to SceneData or contains the SceneData
itself.",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"SceneMarkID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for a SceneMark. This ID is unique across the
NICE ecosystem."
},
"NodeID": {
"type": "string"
},
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"DateTimeStamp": {
"type": "string",
"description": "ISO 8601 Format Time Stamp."
},
"Thumbnail": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"ImageType": {
"enum": [
"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
]
},
"Height": {
"type": "number"
},
"Width": {
"type": "number"
},
"ThumbnailURI": {
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"type": "string",
"description": "Location of Thumbnail"
},
"Thumbnail": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Base64 JPEG encoded image."
},
"Encoding": {
"enum": [
"JPEG",
"RAW"
]
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that enables the key
used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server that provide the
encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is false this
field shall be ignored."
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"Encryption"
]
},
"Characteristics": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Characteristics that are relevant for the entire
SceneMark.\n",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"DetectedNICEObject": {
"description": "NICE defines diferent SceneModes which target
specific types of data associated with the DeviceMode.",
"enum": [
"Motion",
"Face",
"Human",
"Vehicle",
"Label",
"TextLogoQRCode",
"Animal"
]
},
"DetectedDeviceObject": {
"type": "string",
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"description": "Devices may have proprietary AI algorithms
embedded in the device or processing node. If this algorithm was used, the label
generated by the algorithm shall be carreid in this field."
},
"DetectedObjectID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID that is associated with this
instance of object. This is an optional field that may be used to track objects across
different scenemarks."
},
"Probability": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "Certainty of the Attribute According to the
Algorithm"
},
"AlgorithmID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Identifer per algorithm which allows
the App to know the source of the attribute"
},
"Attributes": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Different AI algorithms are capable of
identifying different attribute of objects that have been identified. For example if a
face is detected the attribute may be \"smiling\". These attributes depend on the AI
algorithm used and are not specified.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": true,
"properties": {
"Attribute": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Attribute of face recognized mood etc"
},
"ProbabilityofAttribute": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "Degree of certainty of the
attribute"
},
"AlgorithmID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for the algorithm."
}
}
}
]
},
"XCoordinate": {
"type": "number"
},
"YCoordinate": {
"type": "number"
},
"Height": {
"type": "number"
},
"Width": {
"type": "number"
},
"DetectedImage": {
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"properties": {
"ThumbnailData": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Thumbnail as JPEG image data encoded
in Base64"
},
"ImageData": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Full image as JPEG image data encoded
in Base64"
},
"StreamThumbnailURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URL referring to the JPEG containing
the still image."
},
"StreamImageURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URI for the full image. "
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that
enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server that
provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is
false this field shall be ignored."
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"Encryption"
]
}
}
}
},
"CustomAnalysis": {
"type": "object",
"description": "If a custom analysis has been performed on the SceneData
this object references the analysis algorithm ID and may describe the analysis.",
"properties": {
"CustomAnalysisID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Each algorithm and set of weights has a unique ID
that is defined by NICE. This value shall be carried in this record."
},
"AnalysisDescription": {
"type": "string"
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}
},
"required": [
"CustomAnalysisID"
]
},
"SceneMode": {
"enum": [
"Motion",
"Face",
"Human",
"Vehicle",
"Label",
"Animal",
"TextLogoQRCode"
]
},
"DetectedObjects": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"NICEItemType": {
"description": "NICE defines diferent DeviceModes which
target specific types of data associated with the DeviceMode.",
"enum": [
"Motion",
"Face",
"Human",
"Vehicle",
"Label",
"TextLogoQRCode",
"Animal"
]
},
"CustomItemType": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Devices may have proprietary AI algorithms
embedded in the device or processing node. If this algorithm was used, the label
generated by the algorithm shall be carreid in this field."
},
"ItemID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID that is associated with this
instance of object. This is an optional field that may be used to track objects across
different scenemarks."
},
"Probability": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "Certainty of the Attribute According to
the Algorithm"
},
"AlgorithmID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Identifer per algorithm which
allows the App to know the source of the attribute"
},
"Attributes": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Different AI algorithms are capable of
identifying different attribute of objects that have been identified. For example if a
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face is detected the attribute may be \"smiling\". These attributes depend on the AI
algorithm used and are not specified.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": true,
"properties": {
"Attribute": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Attribute of face
recognized - mood etc"
},
"ProbabilityofAttribute": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "Degree of certainty of the
attribute"
},
"AlgorithmID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for the
algorithm."
}
}
}
]
},
"XCoordinate": {
"type": "number"
},
"YCoordinate": {
"type": "number"
},
"Height": {
"type": "number"
},
"Width": {
"type": "number"
},
"DetectedImage": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"ThumbnailData": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Thumbnail as JPEG image data
encoded in Base64"
},
"ImageData": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Full image as JPEG image data
encoded in Base64"
},
"StreamThumbnailURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URL referring to the JPEG
containing the still image."
},
"StreamImageURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URL for the full image. "
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
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"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that
enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server
that provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn
is false this field shall be ignored."
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"Encryption"
]
}
}
}
]
},
"SceneData": {
"type": "array",
"description": "For a particular SceneMark there may be several SceneData
objects. This array contains one or more SceneData objects.",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"DataType": {
"description": "Types of data that is in the SceneData
object.",
"enum": [
"RGBStill",
"IRStill",
"DepthStill",
"RGBVideo",
"IRVideo",
"DepthVideo",
"Audio",
"Temperature",
"Humidity",
"PassiveIR",
"CarbonMonoxide",
"AudioTranscript",
"Other"
]
},
"EmbeddedSceneData": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Data may be directly embedded in the
SceneMark. The Data is encoded as Base64."
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},
"Encoding": {
"enum": [
"JPEG",
"H.264",
"H.265",
"VP9",
"AV1",
"RAW",
"JSON",
"Text"
]
},
"SceneDataURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "This is URL to an external data object."
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key Identifier that enables
the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False this value will be
ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the server that
provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If EncryptionOn is
false this field shall be ignored."
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"DataType",
"Encryption"
]
}
]
},
"ProcessingStatus": {
"enum": [
"Motion",
"Detect",
"Recognize",
"Characterize"
]
},
"ChildSceneMarks": {
"type": "array",
"description": "List of SceneMarkIDs that are components to this
SceneMark. This can be used to create higher order SceneMarks from multiple Nodes or
Sources.\n",
"additionalItems": false,
"items": [
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{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"SceneMarkURI": {
"type": "string"
},
"SceneMarkID": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"SceneMarkID",
"NodeID",
"PortID",
"DateTimeStamp"
]
}
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10.9. SceneDataManifest Object
10.9.1. Data Structure
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10.9.2. JSON Object
SceneDataManifest
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "SceneDataManifest",
"description": "The Node publishes SceneData Manifest contains at least one
SceneData object or reference to at least one SceneData file. This structure may also
be used to contain or reference a partial or complete set of historical SceneData.
SceneData referenced in this object shall be considered to be accessible at the URI
provided. SceneData may also be encoded within this data object. ",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"StartDateTime": {
"type": "string"
},
"EndDateTime": {
"type": "string"
},
"TagList": {
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"type": "array",
"description": "List of Tags relevant for all of the SceneData items
listed..",
"items": [
{
"type": "string"
}
]
},
"ListofTimePeriods": {
"type": "array",
"description": "List of objects where each object represents a continuous
time period.",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"SceneDataID": {
"type": "string"
},
"StartDateTime": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Start Time for the Sequence of SceneData
within the Object"
},
"EndDateTime": {
"type": "string",
"description": "End Time for the Sequence of SceneData
Referenced by the object"
},
"VideoChunks": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique ID for the output
of a Node. OutputID is unique across the entire system. "
},
"StartDateTime": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Starting time of the video
clip."
},
"EndDateTime": {
"type": "string",
"description": "End Time for Specific
Video Chunk"
},
"FrameRate": {
"type": "number"
},
"Height": {
"type": "number"
},
"Width": {
"type": "number"
},
"ContentType": {
"description": "Type of Video - RGB etc",
"enum": [
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"RGB",
"IR",
"Depth"
]
},
"VideoChunkURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URI referencing the
Location of Video File"
},
"VideoChunk": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Video Chunk encoded as
Base64"
},
"TargetBitRate": {
"type": "number",
"description": "Average Bit Rate for Vide
Sequence"
},
"CodingType": {
"enum": [
"JPEG",
"H.264",
"H.265",
"VP9",
"AV1",
"RAW"
]
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key
Identifier that enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False
this value will be ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the
server that provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If
EncryptionOn is false this field shall be ignored."
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"CodingType",
"Encryption",
"StartDateTime",
"PortID"
]
}
]
},
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"StillImages": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"description": "Still Frame",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique OutputID for the
output of a specific Node."
},
"ContentType": {
"enum": [
"RGB",
"IR",
"RGBIR",
"Depth",
"Thermal",
"StereoRGB",
"StereoIR",
"StereoRGBIR"
]
},
"Image": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"ThumbnailData": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Thumbnail as JPEG
image data encoded in Base64"
},
"ImageData": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Full image as JPEG
image data encoded in Base64"
},
"ThumbnailURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URI referring to
the JPEG containing the still image."
},
"ImageURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "URL for the full
image. "
},
"Encrypted": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key
Identifier that enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False
this value will be ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
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"description": "Location
of the server that provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If
EncryptionOn is false this field shall be ignored."
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
}
},
"TimeStamp": {
"type": "string"
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key
Identifier that enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False
this value will be ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the
server that provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If
EncryptionOn is false this field shall be ignored."
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"TimeStamp",
"Encryption"
]
}
]
},
"SensorData": {
"type": "array",
"items": [
{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"PortID": {
"type": "string"
},
"StartDateTime": {
"type": "string"
},
"EndDateTime": {
"type": "string"
},
"DataType": {
"enum": [
"Temperature",
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"Humidity",
"CarbonMonoxide"
]
},
"DataFileURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Reference to file
containing Sensor Data"
},
"SensorDataString": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Actual sensor output data
encoded as an arbitrary text string."
},
"Encryption": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"EncryptionOn": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SceneEncryptionKeyID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Unique Key
Identifier that enables the key used to encrypt the data. If EncryptionOn is False
this value will be ignored."
},
"PrivacyServerURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Location of the
server that provide the encryption or privacy object to the specific device. If
EncryptionOn is false this field shall be ignored."
}
},
"required": [
"EncryptionOn"
]
}
},
"required": [
"Encryption"
]
}
]
},
"SceneDataManifestURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Optional Field that can be used to nest
other SceneDataManifest files under this SceneDataManifest."
}
},
"required": [
"SceneDataID"
]
}
]
}
},
"required": [
"ListofTimePeriods"
]
}
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10.10. DataSectionID Object
This object carries the SectionID of data.
DataSectionID
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "DataSectionID",
"description": "References a specific section in the Data file to be returned.",
"additionalProperties": {
"not": {}
},
"properties": {
"EndPointID": {
"type": "string",
"description": "DeviceID, AppID or ServiceID for endpoint"
},
"DataID": {
"type": "string"
},
"DataSectionID": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"DataSectionID",
"DataID",
"EndPointID"
]
}

10.11. DataSection Object
A DataSection Object may be used to transfer any large files between two locations. SceneData and
Firmware Updates may be encapsulate using the DataSection Object structure.

10.11.1. JSON Object
DataSection
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "DataSection",
"description": "Section of Data that is transferred as part of a file transfer",
"additionalProperties": {
"not": {}
},
"properties": {
"DataID": {
"type": "string",
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"description": "Unique ID associated with the Data. If the Data is
SceneData, the ID is made up of the prefix 'SD' followed by the unique Node ID for the
Node that generated the SceneData and an incrementing number starting at the value of
1000."
},
"FileType": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Type Of File being uploaded [ \"Video\", \"Image\",
\"Json\", ... ]"
},
"FileName": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Filename of the file being uploaded."
},
"PathURI": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The path to store the file on Server:\n Example:
\"\\Account0001\\files\\videos\\\""
},
"Section": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "This indicates the specific splice number of the file
being send."
},
"LastSection": {
"type": "integer",
"description": "This is the total number of splices that the file was
spliced into."
},
"HashMethod": {
"type": "string",
"description": "MD5 or SHA1 or SHA256 or CRC32 (Only required when the
last section is send)"
},
"OriginalFileHash": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Hex String of Hash of the Original File. (Only required
when the last section is send)"
},
"SectionBase64": {
"type": "string",
"description": "This is the File Section converted to a base64 string"
}
},
"required": [
"FileType",
"FileName",
"PathURI",
"Section",
"LastSection",
"SectionBase64",
"DataID"
]
}

10.12. WebRTCURL Object
The following data structure contains the URL for an active WebRTC session on a Device.
WebRTCURL
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{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "WebRTCURL",
"description": "URL for the WebRTC session that is set up.",
"additionalProperties": {
"not": {}
},
"properties": {
"WebRTCURL": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"WebRTCURL"
]
}

10.13. SceneModeRequest Object
This object contains the NodeID and the specific SceneModeID on the Node. This Node shall return the
SceneMode Object that is specified by the SceneMode ID in this object.
SceneModeRequest
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "SceneModeRequest",
"description": "Contains NodeID and SceneModeID. Used to request a specific
SceneMode Object from a Node.",
"additionalProperties": {
"not": {}
},
"properties": {
"NodeID": {
"type": "string"
},
"SceneModeID": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"NodeID",
"SceneModeID"
]
}

10.14. NodeID Object
This object is used to identify the Node to which a request is being made.
NodeID
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
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"title": "NodeID",
"description": "The NodeID to which a request is being a made. ",
"additionalProperties": {
"not": {}
},
"definitions": {
"NodeID": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}

10.15. SceneModeID Object
This object is used to identify a SceneMode that is to be returned or started on a Node.
SceneModeIDObject
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "SceneModeID",
"description": "Used to identify a SceneMode that is ot be started or returned. ",
"additionalProperties": {
"not": {}
},
"properties": {
"SceneModeID": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"SceneModeID"
]
}

10.16. SceneMarkIDRequest Object
This structure is used to request a specific SceneMark.
SceneMarkIDRequest Object
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-06/schema#",
"type": "object",
"title": "SceneMarkIDRequest",
"description": "ID used to request a specific SceneMark from a Node.",
"additionalProperties": {
"not": {}
},
"properties": {
"NodeID": {
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"type": "string"
},
"SceneMarkID": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"NodeID",
"SceneMarkID"
]
}
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